Contribution of Contraceptive Discontinuation to Unintended Births in 36 Developing Countries.
High contraceptive discontinuation results in millions of women having an unmet need for contraception. However, its contribution to unintended fertility is not known. Reproductive calendar data in Demographic and Health Surveys in 36 countries are used to estimate the percent of unintended recent births attributable to contraceptive discontinuation. Contraceptive discontinuation accounted for about one-third of unintended recent births in all countries together. Method failure and contraception discontinued for other reasons accounted for most of this contribution. The contribution of contraceptive discontinuation to unintended births increases with the use of modern methods but decreases as method composition at a given level of contraceptive prevalence shifts toward methods with higher effectiveness and longer continuation. High contraceptive discontinuation in the past without changes in fertility intentions has resulted in millions of unintended births. This contribution is likely to increase with the anticipated increase in the use of modern methods. Enabling current users to reduce method failure and encouraging them to switch to another method after discontinuing the use of the original method will be an effective strategy to reduce contraceptive discontinuation and its contribution to unintended births.